**Rapidly enable digital change in the cloud**

**DXC Migration and Transformation Services**

Accelerate your move to multi-cloud with industry-leading tools and agile best practices to migrate and modernize your applications.

The path to digital transformation is littered with legacy applications that were replaced instead of modernized. According to Gartner, this approach could be a mistake because these “legacy applications contain valuable core functions and data that are essential for your digital business initiatives.”

Instead, your enterprise should manage your portfolio as an asset, removing impediments and executing continuous business-driven modernization to get optimum value from your legacy investments. Success requires an iterative approach of continuous application migration and transformation.

**Leading your cloud journey**

DXC Technology provides a managed suite of agile services to guide your organization on this journey. DXC Migration and Transformation Services combine global digital delivery and best-in-class technologies to thoroughly analyze options, ensure a successful migration and, if needed, manage your modernized environment. You can reduce traditional IT spend by rationalizing and modernizing your applications portfolio and infrastructure to exploit core business IP contained in legacy applications and data. DXC’s services shorten the time and lower costs when migrating to public clouds or between clouds, data centers or virtual platforms. We provide a flexible end-to-end agile framework for planning and executing successful migrations and transforming applications optimally to accelerate your business outcomes.

**Ensuring business results**

DXC Migration and Transformation Services will help you utilize the best mix of cloud and traditional infrastructure to run your business applications. Our experts will determine application requirements, migrate and modernize applications while minimizing disruption, furnish a secure, stable infrastructure, and provide a smooth transition to new service models. Results include:

- **Reduced risk:** A European bank needed to implement an IT platform to support the bank’s future digital agenda. Migrating critical apps to a managed private cloud enabled the bank’s digital agenda and reduced the client’s overall IT risk.
- **Cost savings:** DXC helped a large travel services organization consolidate and modernize business processes, applications, and IT infrastructure, realizing an immediate cost reduction of 30 percent with no capital investment and 15 to 25 percent year-on-year operations costs and infrastructure savings.
- **Faster time to market and business agility:** DXC enabled an airline company to assess its IT environment with the goal of achieving faster time to market and cost-effective services. After adopting DXC’s managed cloud, service times improved from months to hours or days with greater flexibility and cost savings of 30 to 35 percent with no capital investment.
Why DXC?

**Comprehensive and scalable.** DXC is a single partner accountable for every aspect of your hybrid IT journey: advisory, migration, transformation, and management services covering applications, infrastructure, and operations. DXC migrates more than 60,000 workloads per year with 99.92% successful migration rate.

**Balanced knowledge of traditional and digital.** With 30+ years of experience migrating, transforming and managing applications, DXC is one of few service providers that understands the complex dependencies and constraints of your legacy environment as well as the possibilities of moving to cloud.

**Agile delivery.** Benefit from our agile capabilities at scale with automated testing and defect management tools. We have a library of best practices for application migration and transformation, and we leverage integrated discovery, assessment tools and workbench automation to speed delivery.

**Partner ecosystem.** We minimize time, cost and risk with our global, industry-specific expertise, robust capabilities and partnerships with leading cloud vendors.

**Full range of application treatments**

DXC offers a full range of services. For example, we can rehost your applications to cloud to change the infrastructure environment without any functional change to the application. We can replatform your legacy applications to upgrade, consolidate, rationalize, containerize and modernize them.

We can change the platform (e.g. language, operating system and database) without functional change to the application, or we can alter the application design while retaining functional equivalency. The altered design may be based on a service-oriented architecture. Our standard application migration and transformation treatments include:

- Image migration
- Database migration
- Application reinstall and data migration
- Physical lift and ship
- Database upgrade
- Database replatform
- Application upgrade and data migration
- Application replatform and data migration
- Container migration

DXC’s integrated solutions also include robust application rearchitect, refactor and retire capabilities.

**Proven cloud migration skillsets and tools**

DXC’s robust agile migration and transformation capabilities support a diverse array of technologies, geographies, regulatory requirements, operating models and target environments.

We can deliver migrations and transformations for your complex hybrid environment that maximize value, accelerate time-to-value, increases quality and enhances overall ROI. Our skilled cloud migration experts and tools analyze your business and application portfolio and identify the best approach to harness emerging technologies and ensure an interactive customer experience.

DXC’s migration and transformation strategies are underpinned by established methodologies, analytics and automation that reduce risks and operational challenges associated with moving enterprise applications and data. We have multiple configuration options to deliver the right blend of onshore and offshore resources, offer flexible and cost-optimized models and competitive, commercial terms.

**Industry-leading partners**

DXC has a long history with key migration and transformation partners, including Virtual Clarity, Turbonomic, Kyrstalize and CloudGenera, which helps you exploit digital strategies and highlight key areas of application and infrastructure optimization.

We work with Carbonite and Microfocus to accelerate your cloud adoption journey with best-in-class tools and automation.

We also have partnerships and certified platforms for private and public clouds with VMware, Amazon Web Services (AWS), Microsoft Azure, Google Cloud Platform (GCP), Oracle and Alibaba. This enables you organization to benefit from incentive programs and credits to lower the cost of delivering application migration and transformation.

**Take the steps to migrate today!**

Find out how your enterprise can benefit with a DXC digital business workshop session. Our experts will identify critical pain points and challenges, set your application strategy and high-level application architecture, identify the business value of critical applications and processes, and help you build the business case for migration and transformation. Even if you already have a plan, DXC can help you quickly execute it.

Contact us at www.dxc.technology/contact_us to learn how to rapidly enable digital change in the cloud.
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Learn more at dxc.technology/migrate
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**About DXC Technology**

DXC Technology (DXC: NYSE) is the world's leading independent, end-to-end IT services company, serving nearly 6,000 private and public-sector clients from a diverse array of industries across 70 countries. The company’s technology independence, global talent and extensive partner network deliver transformative digital offerings and solutions that help clients harness the power of innovation to thrive on change.

DXC Technology is recognized among the best corporate citizens globally. For more information, visit www.dxc.technology.
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